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Abstract

In the ciliate Euplotes raikovi, water-borne protein pheromones promote the vegetative cell 

growth and mating by competitively binding as autocrine and heterologous signals to putative 

cell receptors represented by membrane-bound pheromone isoforms. A previously determined 

crystal structure of pheromone Er-1 supported a pheromone/receptor binding model in which 

strong protein-protein interactions result from the cooperative utilization of two distinct types 

of contact interfaces that arrange molecules into linear chains, and these into two-dimensional 

layers. We have now determined the crystal structure of a new pheromone, Er-13, isolated from 

cultures that are strongly mating reactive with cultures source of pheromone Er-1. The comparison 

between the Er-1 and Er-13 crystal structures reinforces the fundamental of the cooperative 

model of pheromone/receptor binding, in that the molecules arrange into linear chains taking a 

rigorously alternate opposite orientation reflecting the presumed mutual orientation of pheromone 
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and receptor molecules on the cell surface. In addition, the comparison provides two new lines 

of evidence for a univocal rationalization of observations on the different behaviour between the 

autocrine and heterologous pheromone/receptor complexes. (i) In the Er-13 crystal, chains do not 

form layers which thus appear to be an over-structure unique to the Er-1 crystal, not essential 

for the pheromone signalling mechanisms. (ii) In both crystal structures, the intra-chain interfaces 

are equally derived from burying amino-acid side-chains mostly residing on helix-3 of the three-

helical pheromone fold. This helix is thus identified as the key structural motif underlying the 

pheromone activity, in line with its tight intra- and interspecific structural conservation.
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Signal proteins; Self/non-self recognition; Three-helix proteins; Ciliate mating; Protein–protein 
interactions; Water-borne pheromones

1. Introduction

Diffusible chemical signals, designated pheromones (Karlson and Lüscher, 1959), are used 

by members of many diverse communities to communicate with one another, as well as to 

consistently modify behaviors or induce specific developmental processes. Their molecular 

structures and mechanisms of action have mainly been studied and characterized from 

bacteria (Stephens, 1986; Dunny and Leonard, 1997; Kleerebezem and Quadri, 2001) 

and multi-cellular organisms (Shorey, 1976; Wyatt, 2014; Jones and Bennett, 2011). Only 

a minority are known from the vast and extremely diversified realm of the eukaryotic 

microorganisms. These are in general refractory to be stably cultivated in the laboratory, a 

requisite for planning bioassays for pheromone detection. Most of these exceptions reside 

among cultivable unicellular algae (Frenkel et al., 2014), diatoms (Sato et al., 2011; Gillard 

et al., 2013; Moeys et al., 2016) and, in particular, ciliates (Luporini et al., 2006, 2016a).

Species of one of the most popular and experimentally valuable ciliate, Euplotes, are unique 

in that they constitutively secrete families of signaling protein pheromones, which are 

encoded by high-multiple series of alleles at the same genetic locus (designated as ‘mat 
locus’) and capable of conferring distinctive chemical phenotypes (designated as ‘mating-

types’ I, II, III and so forth) to otherwise morphologically identical cell types (Luporini et 

al., 2005, 2016b). The pheromone molecular structures have been determined by solution 

NMR spectroscopy for various members of the E. raikovi (Brown et al., 1993; Mronga et al., 

1994; Ottiger et al., 1994; Luginbühl et al., 1996; Liu et al., 2001; Zahn et al., 2001) and 

E. nobilii (Pedrini et al., 2007; Di Giuseppe et al., 2011; Placzek et al., 2007) families, as 

well as for one member of the E. petzi family (Pedrini et al., 2017). All show a common 

up-down-up helical fold stabilized by a tightly conserved disulfide bridge pattern. In spite 

of relatively low sequence similarities that result in specificities of the chemical properties 

on the molecular surface, the up-down-up fold of three regular alpha helices is particularly 

well conserved among E. raikovi pheromomes (named Er-1, Er-2, Er-3 and so forth), with 

the only exception of an eccentric family member, designated Er-23 (Zahn et al., 2001). An 

analogous consideration holds for the E. nobilii pheromone family, in which the conserved 
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three-helix fold is complemented with a relatively long N-terminal coil segment (Alimenti et 

al., 2009; Placzek et al., 2007).

Native pheromones can form unstable homodimers in solution with the subunits associated 

by non-covalent forces as determined by mass spectrometric analyses (Bradshaw et al., 

1990), and show a double biological activity (Vallesi et al., 1995). As primary activity, they 

bind to their source cells in autologous or autocrine fashion, and behave like animal growth 

factors that promote the cell vegetative multiplication; as acquired activity, they bind to 

extraneous conspecifics in heterologous competitive fashion, and behave as sexual inducers 

of cell–cell unions in mating pairs.

In E. raikovi, the candidate pheromone receptors have been identified with longer 

pheromone isoforms represented by type-II transmembrane proteins (oriented with the 

amino and carboxyl termini lying on the cytoplasmic and extracellular sides, respectively), 

and specified by a mRNA which arises through an alternate intron splicing mechanism from 

the same primary gene transcript that yields the pheromone mRNA (Miceli et al., 1992; 

Ricci et al., 2019; Ricci et al., 2021). Because the membrane-anchored pheromone isoform 

of each cell type has the same genetic origin as the secreted pheromone, the amino-acid 

sequence of its extracellular and transmembrane domains turns to be identical with that of 

the unprocessed pheromone precursor (pre-pro-pheromone).

This structural context suggested to rationalize the pheromone/receptor binding reactions on 

the cell surface by studying the protein–protein interactions that lead soluble pheromone 

molecules to pack into a crystal (Weiss et al., 1995). Based on this hypothesis, the 

determination of the crystal structure of the 40-amino acid pheromone Er-1 distinctive of E. 
raikovi type-I cells provided evidence for a cooperative model of tight pheromone/receptor 

interactions, in which the receptor and pheromone molecules associate into complexes 

taking tight - alternate opposite orientations and forming two basic contact interfaces (Weiss 

et al., 1995). One interface leads the molecules to assemble into linear chains by mostly 

burying residues on helix-3 of each molecule, while the second interface leads chains to 

assemble into layers by burying residues on helices 1 and 2 of facing molecules on adjacent 

chains.

We have now determined the crystal structure of a novel 38-amino acid protein, Er-13, from 

the E. raikovi pheromone family. It is encoded by a gene allelic to the Er-1 coding gene 

and has been purified from type-XIII cells that are strongly mating compatible and reactive 

with the type-I cells source of Er-1. Consistently with their common allelic determination 

and biological function, the two proteins show closely homologous molecular structures, and 

the molecules similarly pack tightly into crystals taking alternate up-down orientations and 

arranging into linear chains.

However, the four-fold screw symmetries characteristic of the space group P43 of the Er-13 

crystal prevent the chain assembly into layers, which thus appear to be an over-structure 

unique to the Er-1 crystal allowed by its space group C2. It is concluded that (i) only the 

intra-chain protein–protein contacts are critical to the pheromone activity, and (ii) helix-3 

is identified by the comparison of the intra-chain intermolecular contacts between the Er-1 
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and Er-13 crystal structures as the key structural element of the mechanism underlying the 

pheromone/receptor interactions.

2. Results and discussion

2.1. Er-13 amino acid sequence and molecular structure

The newly determined Er-13 38-amino acid sequence (Fig. 1A) includes six Cys residues, 

Cys3, Cys10, Cys16, Cys20, Cys30 and Cys38, numbered I to VI starting from the sequence 

N-terminus. They unequivocally align with the six that are common to the E. raikovi 
pheromone family, with the exception of the pheromone Er-23 sequence which includes 

ten Cys residues (Di Giuseppe et al., 2002). The Er-13 molecular structure resulting from 

the crystal structure determination (see next section) exhibits a bundle of three antiparallel 

regular α-helices running with an up-down-up topological orientation (Fig. 1B), which 

conforms with the basic fold of the other E. raikovi pheromone sequences (Luginbühl et al., 

1994). Helix-1 spanning from Glu2 to Gln8, helix-2 spanning from Glu13 to Cys20, and 

helix-3 spanning from Pro24 to Asn37 are connected by two segments with a coil structure. 

The three disulfide bridges repeat the conserved pattern of the Er pheromone family and 

provide strong stability to the main body of the molecular structure by joining helices 1 

and 2 (bond I-IV), helices 2 and 3 (bond III-V), and the C-terminal Cys residue to the 

tetrapeptide coil segment extending between helices 1 and 2 (bond II-VI). The residues 

Met28 and Met32 take two distinct conformations (A and B) in the crystal, with occupation 

probabilities 50/50 and 60/40, respectively (Fig. 1C). In Met28, it is the whole sidechain that 

exhibits divergent orientations, while in Met32 only the final sidechain bond SD-CE points 

to opposite directions.

2.2. Er-13 crystal structure

The Er-13 crystal structure (Fig. 2A) was refined at a resolution of 1.36 Å and is deposited 

at the PDB data bank under accession code 6E6N. The space group is P43. The asymmetric 

unit consists of a single pheromone molecule and 23 ordered water molecules. The 

tetragonal unit cell (Fig. 2B) has lattice constants a = b = 39.1 Å, c = 19.4 Å, and α 
= β = γ = 90°, as reported in Table 1 together with other parameters from the structure 

determination protocol.

In the crystal, Er-13 molecules tightly order with an alternating antiparallel orientation 

into one-dimensional linear chains, each propagating along the two-fold screw-rotation 

symmetry axis parallel to the c crystallographic direction. Within the chain, two distinct 

protein–protein interfaces are identified, and helix-3 is the central element in establishing 

the intermolecular contacts (Fig. 3A). The first interface, labeled #1, extends over an area 

of about 390 Å2 between one molecule, for convenience named n, and its nearest-neighbor, 

n – 1. The two molecules have opposite orientations and are related by a two-fold screw 

rotation. The second interface, labeled #2, instead extends over a smaller area of about 200 

Å2 between molecule n and its next-nearest-neighbor, n – 2. These two molecules have 

the same orientation and are related by two consecutive screw rotations, equivalent to a 

translation by the unit cell vector c.
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In interface #1, Glu25, Met28, Met32 and Trp35 all on helix-3 of molecule n establish direct 

contacts with Asp1, Cys3, Ala4, Ala7 and Gln8 on helix-1, and with Glu25, Ala26, Gly29, 

Cys30 and Tyr33 on helix-3 of molecule n – 1 (Fig. 3B, Table 2). In particular: (i) Glu25 

interacts with Gln8 and Tyr33, and its side chain atom OE2 also forms one hydrogen bond 

with the side chain NE2 of Gln8; (ii) Met28 in conformation A interacts with Ala4, Ala7, 

Gln8, and Tyr33, and in conformation B with Gly29; (iii) Met32 in conformation A interacts 

with Asp1, Cys3, Ala4 and Ala26, and in conformation B with Gly29 and Cys30; and (iv) 

Trp35 interacts with Glu25. In this interface, three other residues that are not sites of direct 

intermolecular contacts bury an area of more than 10 Å2: Pro24 and Asn36 lying on helix-3 

of molecule n, and Asp23 lying at the bottom of helix-3 of molecule n – 1.

In interface #2, Glu13 on helix-2, Leu31 plus Met28 and Trp35 (both already involved in 

interface #1) on helix-3 of molecule n form direct contacts with Asp1, Ala4, Ile5, Gln8 

and lying on, or immediately adjacent to helix-1 of molecule n – 2 (Fig. 3B, Table 2). In 

particular: (i) Glu13 interacts with Ile5 and Gln9; (ii) Met28 in conformation B interacts 

with Asp1 and Ala4; (iii) Leu31 interacts with Asp1 and Ile5; and (iv) Trp35 interacts with 

Gln8. Only two other residues that are not sites of direct intermolecular contacts remain 

significantly buried in this interface: Asp17 and Thr27, both from molecule n and lying on 

helix-2 and helix-3, respectively.

Overall, the trimeric association between molecules n, n – 1 and n – 2 mostly buries 

hydrophobic surfaces and aromatic rings of residue sidechains (Fig. 3C). It circumscribes a 

narrow internal cavity that is largely delimited by the surfaces of residues that are minimally, 

or not at all involved in the relevant intermolecular contacts, namely Asp17, Pro24 and 

Thr27 of molecule n, Gly29 of molecule n – 1, and Ala4 of molecule n – 2. Access to the 

cavity is blocked by one water molecule that forms a hydrogen bond with the backbone O of 

Pro24 of molecule n.

The three-dimensional Er-13 crystal results from the assembly of the one-dimensional 

chains aligned parallel with one another along the c crystallographic direction (Fig. 4A). 

The assembly leads to the formation of wider and narrower solvent channels (labelled Ch1 

and Ch2, respectively), that are responsible for most of the 33% water content in the crystal. 

A four-fold crystal symmetry screw-rotation axis propagates in the middle of each channel 

and represents a symmetry operation of the group of the four closest chains.

The inter-chain contacts take place between pairs of chains differing in orientation by 90°, 

with the most important intermolecular interface extending over a surface of about 155 Å 

and localized essentially at the level of two inter-helix coil regions (Fig. 4B). The molecules 

of one chain involve Pro22 and Pro24 of the coil segment which joins their helices 1 and 2; 

molecules of the parallel chain involve Thr11 and Asn12 of the coil segment joining their 

helices 1 and 2, as well as Ala6 lying on helix-1. Pro22 provides the backbone atom O 

to one hydrogen bond with the sidechain atom OG1 of Thr11, and forms one hydrophobic 

contact with Ala6. Pro24 forms two hydrophobic contacts with Thr11 and Asn12.
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2.3. Comparison between the Er-13 and Er-1 molecular and crystal structures

The Er-1 crystal structure, on which the cooperative model of pheromone/receptor 

interactions is based, was originally solved at a resolution of 1.59 Å (PDB, 1ERL) (Weiss 

et al., 1995), and then refined to 1.0 Å (PDB, 2ERL) (Anderson et al., 1996; Anderson 

et al., 1997). As part of the investigations reported here, it has been re-determined at 0.7 

Å of resolution on one Er-1 crystal of the seeding batch used for the Er-13 crystallization 

(Supplementary Methods and Supplementary Table S1), and found to fully overlap with the 

original determination except for very minor differences of which one is worth mentioning. 

The ethanol molecule earlier reported to be trapped in the interface between two adjacent 

protein molecules is replaced by a cluster of water molecules (Supplementary Figure S1). 

In the following, we rely on the newly determined Er-1 crystal structure (PDB, 6E6O) as 

reference for the comparison with the Er-13 structure.

The sequence alignment between the Er-13 and Er-1 proteins shows conservation of 17 

of the 38 amino acid residues including the six cysteines which are involved in the three 

disulfide bridges distinctive of the E. raikovi pheromone family (Fig 5A). In spite of this 

relatively low sequence equivalence (about 40%), the secondary structure and the overall 

fold are substantially the same between the two proteins (Fig. 5B). An RMSD of about 0.7 

Å is calculated in relation to the backbone atoms of residues 1–9, 16–20, 25–38 of the Er-13 

protein and residues 1–9, 15–19 and 23–35 of the Er-1 protein. This value decreases further 

to about 0.5 Å if only residues on helices 1 and 3 are considered. Minor differences are 

limited to the helix lengths, the length and shape of the non-helical coil segments, and to 

helix-2 which is regular in the Er-13 protein and forms a 310-turn with the three first residues 

in the Er-1 protein.

Molecules Er-13 and Er-1 similarly crystallize forming one-dimensional linear chains that 

propagate along a two-fold screw-symmetry rotation axis of the crystal, thus taking a 

rigorously alternating up-down orientation within the chain (Fig. 6A). However, the details 

of their intra-chain arrangement differ. The Er-13 molecules are rotated with respect to Er-1 

molecules by about 30° around the axis parallel to the helix direction, and this different 

orientation strongly correlates with marked differences in the intra-chain interfaces. The 

minor Er-13 crystal interface #2 between two next-nearest-neighbor molecules, n and n – 

2, finds no significant counterpart in the Er-1 crystal, in which it is reduced to a buried 

surface of only 35 Å2 with a single water molecule-mediated contact. Instead, the major 

Er-13 crystal interface #1 between two nearest neighbor molecules, n and n – 1, finds 

a precise counterpart with the interface earlier designed as “Dimer-2” in the Er-1 crystal 

(Weiss et al., 1995). In this interface, molecule n – 1 exposes a surface, formed by helices 

1 and 3, which is extremely similar across both crystal structures (Fig 6B), due to the 

equivalence of the molecular backbones and the conservation, or semi-conservation, of 

many residues (Asp1, Cys3, Ala7, Gln8/Ile8, Glu25/Glu23, Gly29/Gly27, Cys30/Cys28, 

Met32/Met30, Tyr33/Tyr31, Asn36/Ser34 and Asn37/Asn35). Only two substitutions (Ala4/

Asp4 and Ala26/Glu24) generate variations that increase the surface hydrophobicity in the 

Er-13 crystal. In contrast, the other molecule, n, exposes a surface formed by the helix-3 

back side that is the site of a number of significant residue substitutions. In combination 

with the different orientations that molecule n takes with respect to molecule n – 1 in 
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the two crystal structures, these substitutions are responsible for marked differences in the 

intra-chain interface which is common to the Er-1 and Er-13 crystals. The protein–protein 

contacts of this interface turn out to be mostly hydrophobic in the Er-13 crystal versus 
mostly hydrophilic in the Er-1 crystal, and this difference resides in the two following 

aspects, (i) In the Er-1 crystal, the interface contacts are in part mediated by six trapped 

water molecules that provide a network of hydrogen bonds, while in the Er-13 crystal the 

interface lacks any trapped water molecule and involves only direct contacts of typically 

hydrophobic character. (ii) In the Er-1 crystal, residues Arg25, Thr26, Tyr29 and Tyr33, 

all directly involved in the interface hydrogen-bond network (Anderson et al., 1997), are 

substituted in the Er-13 crystal: two (Thr26 and Tyr33) by the non-hydrophilic Met28 and 

Trp35 residues, and two (Arg25 and Tyr29) by residues Thr27 and Leu31 that are excluded 

from the interface and involved in interface #2 specific to the Er-13 crystal.

The different intra-chain orientation between the Er-13 and Er-1 molecules also determines 

differences in the outer chain surfaces. Molecules Er-1 orient helices 1 and 2 parallel to 

the chain sides and position helix-3 well inside the chain core (Fig. 6A). They can thus 

establish a mostly hydrophobic contact interface between the exposed molecular surfaces of 

helices 1 and 2 from molecules of one chain and the counterparts from molecules on the 

adjacent chain. This inter-chain interface, earlier designed “Dimer-1” (Weiss et al., 1995), is 

responsible for the layer formation and its two-fold symmetry is specific of the space group 

C2 distinctive of the Er-1 crystal (Fig. 7). An equivalent interface cannot be formed by Er-13 

molecules because their helix-1 turns out to be closer to the chain core (Fig. 6A) and the 

exposure of the sole helix-2 on the outer chain surface is inadequate to establish effective 

facial inter-chain contacts. The two-fold symmetries of the Er-1 crystal are lost, and the 

chains of Er-13 molecules arrange at 90° between one another, in line with four-fold screw 

symmetries distinctive of the space group P43 of the Er-13 crystal (Fig. 7).

2.4. Biological insights

Like mammalian cytokines and protein growth factors, Euplotes pheromones elicit different, 

context-dependent cell responses by binding to specific receptors on the cell surface in 

competition with one another due to their close structural homology (Ortenzi et al., 

2000; Ortenzi and Luporini, 1995). The crystal structure determination of the E. raikovi 
pheromone Er-1 suggested a binding model of soluble pheromones to the extracellular 

ligand binding domain of their receptor membrane isoforms, in which molecules associate 

tightly on the cell surface rigorously taking mutually opposed orientations (Weiss et al., 

1995). The determination of the new Er-13 pheromone crystal structure fully validates this 

fundamental of the model. In addition, it provides evidence for a new functional aspect 

relevant to the pheromone mechanism of action. Namely, the basic topological arrangement 

of the pheromone molecules in the crystal takes place in the form of linear chains, not of 

two-dimensional layers which have to be considered an overarching complication which is 

specific to the Er-1 crystal and, hence, physiologically not relevant to elicit the cell response 

to the pheromone/receptor interactions. As a consequence, the functionally most important 

element of the pheromone structure in determining the pheromone/receptor interactions has 

to be identified with helix-3 which lies right in the middle of the chain, and is the crucial 

site of the intrachain protein–protein contact interfaces. Helices 1 and 2, instead, have to 
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be regarded as functionally secondary, less important structural elements because they are 

exposed to the chain surface and participate to a much minor extent in intrachain contact 

interfaces.

Support for the central role played by helix-3 in the Euplotes pheromone/receptor 

interactions is first derived from phylogenetic observations. The comparison between the 

pheromone molecular structures determined via NMR spectroscopy from E. raikovi, E. 
nobilii and E. petzi clearly indicates that helix-3 is structurally much more tightly conserved, 

at both intra- and inter-specific levels, than helices 1 and 2 in relation to backbone trace, 

extension, and regular conformation. This conservation likely also broadens to pheromones 

from other Euplotes species, and well accounts for pheromone-mediated cross-mating 

reactions that are frequently observed between heterospecific cell cultures (Nobili et al., 

1978; Kuhlmann and Sato, 1993; Vallesi et al., 2014). In addition, it finds a striking 

analogy with a tight interspecific conservation of the helix which functions as the receptor 

binding site in a family of species-specific water-borne pheromones, collectively designated 

‘attractins’, that each of the various species of the sea-hare gastropod Aplysia releases 

into the environment to induce breeding aggregations of mating and egg-laying individuals 

(Painter et al., 2003, 2004).

The helix-3 centrality in the pheromone/receptor interactions is further supported by 

biological observations relevant to a shift of the Er-1 pheromone activity, which is 

consequent to a cell ageing-dependent and experimentally reproducible sulphur atom 

oxidation of the Met30-residue side-chain lying exposed on the helix-3 surface of this 

pheromone (Alimenti et al., 2012). Due to this oxidation, Er-1 molecules bind to their source 

type-I cells no longer as an autocrine growth-promoting signal, which immunocytochemical 

analyses have shown to form autologous pheromone/receptor complexes that undergo 

clustering and internalization via endocytic vesicles determining the cell-growth promoting 

signal (Vallesi et al., 1995, 2005). Rather, they mimic the binding of non-self pheromone 

molecules forming heterologous pheromone/receptor complexes destined to remain exposed 

on the cell surface (Vallesi et al., 2005), and possibly functioning in promoting cell–cell 

adhesion in mating pairs (Weiss et al., 1995).

A close look at the Er-1 crystal structure suggests a prompt explanation for this change in 

biological activity of oxidized Er-1 molecules. The helix-3 Met30 residue shows a double 

conformation and is used by each molecule of the chain to stabilize key contacts with 

both the preceding and subsequent nearest-neighbour molecules (Anderson et al., 1997) 

(Supplementary Figure S2). Therefore, an enhanced steric hindrance and a modified surface 

potential consequent to the Met-30 sulphur atom oxidation well account for why oxidized 

Er-1 molecules, yet capable to form a single receptor contact interface, are no longer 

amenable to oligomerize ‘sandwiched’ between two non-oxidized receptor counterparts.

Further evidence that helix-3 may play a key role also in the formation of heterologous 

pheromone/receptor complexes comes from the structural comparison of the intra-chain 

interface which is common between the Er-13 and Er-1 crystals (Fig. 6B). This interface 

buries residues, lying mostly on helix-3 and a few on helix-1, that are tightly conserved in 

both crystals on the surface of only one of the two interacting molecules. This conservation 
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implies that Er-13 and Er-1 molecules are fully competent to interact and associate with one 

another.

However, their complexes appear to be unsuitable to further oligomerize into chains capable 

of eliciting an autocrine cell growth signal via endocytic internalization. First, attempts 

to obtain ‘hybrid’ crystals from mixtures of Er-1 and Er-13 molecules were unsuccessful 

(unreported results). Second, any theoretical attempt to obtain chains from complexes 

between Er-13 and Er-1 molecules inevitably leads to steric clashes because the chains bend. 

This bending is the ultimate consequence of differences that distinguish the relative intra-

chain orientation of the Er-13 and Er-1 molecules and is determined by mutual substitutions 

of key residues on the helix 3.

3. Material and Methods

3.1. Amino acid sequence determination

The amino acid sequence of the new pheromone Er-13 was determined from the 

nucleotide sequence of the coding gene, designed macer-13, cloned from DNA 

preparations of type-XIII cells via a two-step polymerase chain reaction (PCR) 

approach based on standard procedures (Ricci et al., 2019). The first amplification 

was run with a forward primer (5′-GTGGTCTTAATATCTGGTTGATACC-3′) and a 

reverse primer (5′-TATTGGAGTGAATTATATAATCAATCGG-3′) designed on nucleotide 

sequences located close to the gene’s telomeric ends and tightly conserved in the 

E. raikovi pheromone gene family. It generated a product equivalent to the gene’s 

central region with the open reading frame (ORF) encoding Er-13 in the form 

of a cytoplasmic precursor (preproEr-13). The second amplification was run with 

a forward primer (5′-ATGAAGAAGGATGTGATGCTG-3′) and a reverse primer (5′-

CAGCATCACATCCTTCTTCAT-3′) designed on nucleotide sequences internal to the 

gene ORF and used in alternate combination with a telomer-specific primer (5′-

CCCCAAAACCCCAAAACCCC-3′). It generated two products with sequences equivalent 

to the 5′ and 3′ gene regions necessary to compose the full-length sequence of 1038 bp of 

the mac-er-13 gene. This sequence is reported in Supplementary Figure S3 and deposited at 

the GenBank database under accession code MH748222.

3.2. Protein source

Pheromone Er-13 was prepared from type-XIII cell cultures maintained for 1–2 weeks, 

at 20–22 °C, under a natural cycle of weak light and dark, at a concentration of 5–10 

× 103 cells/ml in the continuous presence of food provided by the green alga Dunaliella 
tertiolecta cultivated in natural sea water enriched with Walne medium. At the end of 

the growth period, cultures were deprived of food for 2–3 days by resuspension with 

fresh seawater before being used to prepare cell-free filtrates from which Er-13 was 

purified following a standard chromatographic procedure (Concetti et al., 1986). Protein was 

adsorbed from culture filtrates onto reverse-phase Sep-Pak C18 cartridges (Waters, Milford, 

CA) and fractionated, first by molecular exclusion chromatography onto a Superdex-Peptide 

HR 10/30 column (GE Healthcare, Little Chalfont, UK) and then by anion-exchange 

chromatography on a Mono Q HR 5/50 GL column (GE Healthcare, Little Chalfont, 
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UK). Tris-HCl and NaCl were removed by adsorbing the purified protein from the eluate 

again onto Sep-Pak C18 cartridges which were then eluted with 35% 2-propanol. The final 

protein preparations were lyophilized, analyzed for homogeneity on a Matrix-Assisted Laser 

Desorption/Ionization Time Of Flight (MALDI-TOF) mass spectrometer, and stored dry at 

4 °C with no loss of biological activity. From one liter of cell-free filtrate, approximately 

30 μg of homogeneous Er-13 protein was recovered. Pheromone Er-1 for the cross-seeding 

crystallization described below was obtained by the same protocol, with a yield of about 200 

μg homogeneous protein per liter of cell-free filtrate.

3.3. Protein crystallization and X-ray data collection

The Er-13 crystals were obtained by cross-seeding from a stock of Er-1 crystals according 

to the following procedure. Lyophilized Er-1 protein was dissolved with MilliQ water to 

a concentration of 8.8 mg/ml. Initial crystals were obtained following a crystallization 

protocol based on that given in (Weiss et al., 1995). Crystals grew at 20 °C by the sitting 

drop, vapor diffusion method with wells containing 0.1 M to 0.2 M (NH4)2SO4, 0.05 M 

Na-citrate, pH 3.5, and 6% (v/v) ethanol and using a drop size of 5 μl protein and 5 μl 

reservoir solution. To optimize the crystal quality a seed stock was made from these crystals 

and microseed matrix screening (MMS) was carried out using a Qiagen Classics I screen 

following the procedure detailed in D’Arcy et al 2014 (D’Arcy et al., 2014). Lyophilized 

Er-13 was then dissolved with MilliQ water to a concentration of 8.8 mg/ml. A seed stock 

was made from the optimized Er-1 crystals grown through seeding in 25% ethylene glycol. 

This seed stock was then used to cross seed with Er-13 using the MMS technique into a 

Qiagen Classics I screen. Crystals grew from the seeded 0.1 M HEPES, pH 7.5, 1.4 M 

Na-citrate condition and were used for data collection. X-ray diffraction data were recorded 

at a wavelength of 0.62 Å, at the X10SA beamline of the Swiss Light Source of the Paul 

Scherrer Institute (Switzerland), from one 100-μm Er-13 crystal cryo-protected in 80% 

saturated lithium sulfate and flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen.

3.4. Structure determination and analysis

The collected X-ray data were processed with the XDS software package (Kabsch, 2010). 

The Er-13 structure was solved by ab-initio molecular replacement/density modification 

as implemented in the ARCIMBOLDO_LITE program in CCP4-7.0 (Winn et al., 2011; 

Sammito et al., 2013). Model building was performed with the program COOT (Emsley and 

Cowtan, 2004). The structure refinement was accomplished with REFMAC5 (Murshudov 

et al., 2011). The TLS domains 1–6, 7–12, 13–18, 19–32 and 33–38, determined with the 

TLSMD server (Painter and Merritt, 2006), were included in the last refinement stages. For 

the final validation, the PDB_REDO utility (Joosten et al., 2012) was exploited to identify 

problematic areas that were interactively corrected.

The secondary structure elements of the Er-13 molecular structure were determined with the 

program Chimera (Pettersen et al., 2004), relying on the default ‘ksdssp’ method (Kabsch 

and Sander, 1983). The different interfaces between the molecules in the crystal were 

inferred with the software PISA (Krissinel and Henrick, 2007) (Supplementary Table S2), 

which determines the per-residue buried surface area and identifies the atoms involved in 

the interface formation. Using the heavy atom coordinate models as input, Chimera was also 
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used to identify intermolecular hydrogen bonds (Pettersen et al., 2004), and intermolecular 

tight contacts between heavy atom pairs, defined as those for which the two van der Waals 

spheres with standard radii for atoms without explicit protons come closer than 0.4 Å.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Fig. 1. 
Er-13 amino acid sequence and molecular structure. (A) The sequence segments organized 

in three alpha-helix structures, h1, h2 and h3, are enclosed in boxes. The six cysteine 

residues are progressively numbered I to VI, and connected according to their disulfide 

pairings. (B) Ribbon representation of the molecular structure in front and top views, 

showing the spatial arrangement of the three disulfide bonds depicted as yellow ball-and-

stick models. N and C identify the molecule amino and carboxyl termini, respectively. (C) 

Illustration as ball-and-stick model of the two different conformations A and B that the 

helix-3 residues Met28 and Met32 take in the crystal structure.
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Fig. 2. 
Er-13 crystal structure. (A) Perspective view of a crystal portion showing the molecule 

arrangement into chains. Molecules of the central chain are colored blue and cyan to 

highlight their mutually opposite orientations. A two-fold and a four-fold screw rotation axes 

distinctive of the Er-13 crystal space group P43 are indicated by standard symbols. (B) The 

unit cell including eight Er-13 molecules is shown with the tetragonal unit cell frame (in 

red), and the three lattice constants, a, b and c, are indicated along with their lengths.
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Fig. 3. 
Intra-chain Er-13 protein–protein interfaces. (A) Top view of a chain of an eight-molecule 

segment. Cyan molecules are oriented with the N-terminus close to the observer, and 

the C-terminus far from the observer; blue molecules have an opposite orientation. Red 

bars indicate the contact interface #1 between one molecule, n, and its nearest-neighbor, 

n – 1; orange bars indicate the contact interface #2 between molecule n and its next-

nearest-neighbor, n – 2. The two-fold screw symmetry of the chain is indicated with 

the corresponding symbol on the right. (B) Close-up view of residue sidechains (stick 

representation) involved in the protein–protein contacts of interfaces #1 and #2. The trapped 

water molecule is depicted as a blue sphere. Hydrogen bonds are indicated by dashed green 

lines. (C) View of the surfaces of molecules n, n – 1 and n – 2 buried upon formation of 

interface #1 between molecules n and n – 1, and interface #2 between molecules n and n – 2. 

The buried residues are colored red, violet, yellow and green to indicate their acid, aromatic, 
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hydrophobic and polar properties, respectively. The three molecules are rotated with respect 

to their orientation in panels A and B by −45° or 90° about a vertical axis as indicated.
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Fig. 4. 
Inter-chain contacts in the Er-13 crystal. (A) Front view of the group of chains shown in Fig. 

2A, displaying the larger and smaller solvent channels (Ch1 and Ch2, respectively), as well 

as one inter-chain contact region (boxed in red). (B) Close-up view of the inter-chain contact 

region showing the residue sidechains (stick representation) involved in the contacts, and the 

inter-chain Pro22-Thr11 hydrogen bond (dashed red line).
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Fig. 5. 
Er-13 and Er-1 amino acid sequences and molecular structures. (A) Alignment of the Er-13 

and Er-1 amino acid sequences, in which dots mark conserved residues, and boxes enclose 

residues forming the three conserved helical structures (h1, h2 and h3). The dashed line 

encloses Er-1 residues forming a 310-helix turn in h2, and italics distinguishes residues used 

in the superposition of the two molecular structures shown in B. In the Er-13 sequence, 

residue substitutions resulting in an increased hydrophobicity of the molecule are shadowed. 

(B) Superpositions of the Er-13 (red) and Er-1 (green) molecular structures for minimal 

backbone RMSD of the residues written in italics in panel A. The two plots are in ribbon 

and backbone stick representations, respectively. N and C indicate the amino- and carboxyl 

termini.
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Fig. 6. 
Intra-chain interface conservation between the Er-13 and Er-1 crystal structures. (A) Top 

view of the Er-13 and Er-1 chains propagating along a two-fold screw symmetry axis 

(symbol on the left). The red bars indicate the interfaces #1 between one molecule n and 

the nearest neighbor one, n – 1, that is conserved between the two chains. (B) View of the 

faces of molecules n – 1 (red bar) formed by helices 1 and 3 and involved in the interface 

#1. Residues that are conserved, semi-conserved, or not-conserved are colored green, yellow 

and red, respectively. With respect to their orientation in A, molecules are both first rotated 

by 90° about the horizontal axis, and then by −30° (Er-13) or −60° (Er-1) about the vertical 

axis, in order to bring them to the same orientation.
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Fig. 7. 
Symmetry axes and unit cells of the Er-13 and Er-1 crystal structures. (A) Perspective view 

of crystal portions (as in Fig 2A) with crystallographic symmetries indicated by standard 

symbols: a two-fold screw symmetry common to both crystals, a four-fold screw rotation 

symmetry distinctive of the Er-13 crystal, and a two-fold rotation symmetry distinctive of 

the Er-1 crystal. (B) Orthogonal projection of the structure shown in A along the chain 

propagation direction. The projected unit cell frame is represented in red, and the symmetry 

axes shown in A are indicated with their standard symbols.
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Table 1

X-ray data collection and refinement statistics of the Er-13 crystal structure. The overall values of different 

parameters are reported, with the values in the highest resolution shell given in parentheses.

Parameter Value

X-ray wavelength (Å) 0,6198

Resolution range (Å) 39.12–1.363 (1.411–1.363)

Space group P43

Unit cell lattice parameters (Å / °) 39.116, 39.116, 19.446 / 90°, 90°, 90°

Reflections 85,988 (7819)

Unique reflections 6477 (640)

Multiplicity 13.3 (12.2)

Completeness 1.00 (1.00)

Mean I/sigma(I) 25.98 (2.92)

Wilson B-factor 16,07

R-merge 0.05241 (0.8927)

R-meas 0.05457 (0.9315)

CC1/2 1 (0.914)

CC* 1 (0.977)

Reflections used in refinement 6476 (639)

Reflections used for R-free 648 (64)

R-work 0.1522 (0.3158)

R-free 0.1803 (0.3277)

CC (work) 0.967 (0.861)

CC (free) 0.926 (0.791)

Number of non-hydrogen atoms 312

macromolecules 289

Protein residues 38

RMS (bonds) 0,018

RMS (angles) 1,85

Ramachandran favored (%) 97

Ramachandran allowed (%) 2,6

Ramachandran outliers (%) 0

Rotamer outliers (%) 0

Clash score 0

Average B-factor 12,77

macromolecules 11,32

solvent 30,96

Number of TLS groups 5
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Table 2

Characterization of the Er-13 crystal structure interfaces. The upper part of the table relates to interface #1 

between molecules n and n – 1, while the lower part relates to interface #2 between molecules n and n – 

2 (see Fig. 3A). The surface areas buried on each residue in the interface formation are reported and color 

coded as indicated. The numbers of heavy atom contacts between pairs of residues are specified within the 

corresponding boxes, and for residues M28 and M32 (on molecule n) the two numbers refer to the A and B 
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conformations. In the box corresponding to the Q8/E25 residue pair, the letter H indicates one hydrogen bond. 

Residues written in green lie on helix-1, in blue on helix-2, and in red on helix-3.
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